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Wanderer of the Earth
Anie Salgado

Before we begin, there is something I need you to
understand about me. This was never my intention. And yes,
I know the pathway to Hell and all that. But in response I
have nothing more than “If only,” because at least in Hell you
know you’re dead.
If only.
I travel by train track. Walking. Always alone. By now,
these tracks have heard my musings more times than they’ve
heard the rumble of the train itself. But no matter. They
aren’t alive to hear my ramblings anyway. Probably for the
better. Company is for those who are not me. Who have not
done what I have done. Who are not Marked.
Railroads are good places to think. Not that thinking is
necessarily good—it presents its own kind of problems—but
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I’m not here to do any kind of “Oh, woe is me, my soul is so
black, I only wear turtlenecks, suicide,” sort of thing. I’m not
here to earn your pity. If only.
No, this sort of thinking is more like reflecting, which is
painful enough without it turning into solution-searching. A
loophole, perhaps, or a deal to make or break. But so far, no
such luck. “Restless wanderer on the earth” and “sevenfold”
are pretty straightforward, after all. Then, I once again
become resigned to my lot in life and hope for the best. If
only.
In that moment, I found myself at an intersection with
a dirt road bordered on either side by the trees of the forest
that this forgotten track cut through. The road might not
have registered had it not been the path of choice for an
antique pickup truck roaring through, hell-bent on making
its destination before night fell completely. I stopped silently
on the tracks to let the driver pass unscathed.
But, instead of speeding past, it came to a screeching halt
right in front of me. A woman stepped out of the driver’s
side door. She was stooping and haggard, a shock of white
hair framing her withered face. She was at least eighty years
old.
“What are you doing out here? It’s almost dark. Are you
lost?”
She was very kind, I could see that immediately, but I
was anxious for her to go.
“No, I’m just passing through. Thank you for your
concern. I’ll be fine.” I didn’t move. I didn’t want to step
towards her to go around, and turning back would have
looked suspicious.
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“It’s about to be night soon. You don’t want to be in the
middle of these woods then. Dangerous animals come out.
Where are you staying?”
“Nowhere, I’m just passing through.”
She stepped forward. I stepped back.
“Nowhere? Well, in that case, get in. You can stay with
me tonight.” She smiled and gestured to the truck. When I
made no move to get in, she impatiently marched to me and
grabbed my wrist, pulling me toward her car. “The woods
are no place for a young man to be at night. Besides, you’ll
be much more comfortable at my house. I have a spare
room you can use and I just last week got cable, so you can
watch the YouTube, or whatever it is you young people do to
entertain yourselves.”
We reached the car. She looked at me expectantly,
waiting for me to slide in. When I just stood there she huffed
impatiently and said, “Look, I know old ladies in the woods
may be suspicious, but I am a weak old woman. There is
nothing I could do to a strapping young man like yourself
but feed him pie. Now get in!”
I almost smiled. Her hurt me? If only.
I spoke again. “You’ve been very generous to me, but
really, I’m just looking to pass through as quickly as possible.
I’ll be fine.” I tried to smile my reassuring smile. I think it
came out more like a grimace. Either way she wasn’t having
it.
“Look, I’m not leaving you out here, so you might as well
get in.” She put her hands on her hips. She was stubborn for
her eighty-something years. She would have made a good
grandmother. Perhaps she was.
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I looked down at her and suppressed a sigh. In and out,
I told myself. Once she’s asleep I’ll slip out and no one will be
harmed. I climbed into the truck. She beamed, started the
engine with another roar, and took off down the dirt road
into the forest.
We drove for twenty minutes while she kept up
both ends of the conversation with stories of her six
grandchildren.
Emmy just got promoted.
Katy just got engaged.
Tommy just graduated.
Philippa just got accepted.
Nathan just had a baby.
Laurie just got her license.
It was a family of justs.
I hadn’t had a just in longer than I could remember. If
only.
Her house was dilapidated and isolated in the middle
of the same forest that surrounded the train tracks, but
inside was bright and clean. She ushered me to the scrubbed
wooden table in the kitchen. She poured me a glass of
milk down before turning back to rummage around in her
refrigerator that looked more like an ice box. “Now don’t
you tell me you’re one of those vegans. I don’t care what the
doctors say, a young man needs his protein.”
“Does anyone else live here with you?” I asked after
sipping my milk.
“What’s that?” She pulled her head out of the iceboxfridge with a pie tin in her hands. “Oh no. My husband,
Burt, passed away a few years ago and my children have
long since moved out. I don’t get many visitors—now, it’s
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all right,” she replied to my unspoken condolences. “I like it
here and I get by just fine. What about you, do you have any
family? I bet they’re worried about you, wandering all alone
in the world.” She opened up various drawers looking for
a knife to cut the pie. “Ah hah!” she exclaimed after finally
spotting it on top of the ice-box-fridge.
“Not really. My parents are long dead, and my brother,
Abel…he’s, uh, he’s dead too.” No need to tell her how or
why.
“Oh, dear, I’m so sorry. Well, feel free to stay as long as
you like; this house may be small, but it’s a home, and you’re
welcome to it.”
“I don’t know what to say. That’s so generous, thank you.”
Perhaps it could work, she was so nice. “But really, I’m just
passing through.” No, I couldn’t stay. I couldn’t get caught up
with innocent people. I would have to stick to the plan—in
and out with no injuries.
“Well, you just sleep on it, and we can talk about it in
the morning.” She started to cut into the pie but the crust
was frozen from sitting next to the ice. She stood there for a
second struggling with it, her weak arms straining before she
turned to look at me. “Would you? I seem to be unable…”
“Of course.”
She laughed as I got out of my seat to help her. “It’s no
fun getting old, I can tell you that.”
Preaching to the choir.
After again trying futilely to cut the pie she turned to
hand me the knife. As she pivoted, the tip of the knife nicked
my wrist. A tiny drop of blood appeared. “Oh goodness! I
am so sorry, dear! Let’s run that under some water and get
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you a bandage.” But as she reached for the faucet to the sink,
she looked confused. It was covered in blood. I heard the
echo in my head.
Sevenfold.
She looked at her hands. Deep gashes went up her hands
and arms. She was bleeding profusely. “Oh my,” she breathed
as she collapsed. Her face was already white, her breath came
in gasps. She convulsed in pain. “Oh my,” she repeated.
I knelt beside her, cradling her head. Tears pooled in my
eyes.
“I am so sorry.”
She smiled slightly and reached to touch my forehead.
She brushed my hair to touch my skin. Her fingers grazed
my Mark.
“Oh, my dear boy, this wasn’t your fault,” she said with
her last breath.
If only.
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The Dangers of Live Bait Fishing
Avery Gregurich

The worm looks pissed in my fumbling hands
I can’t tell which end is his ass and which isn’t
They both are trying to get at my fingernails
A bit prematurely, but I forgive it, him
Or her, I’m never sure what to call these things
I’ll be inside it someday, coming out one end as black substance
After I’ve been used up for nutrition, avenging today’s embarrassment
We both know this, the worm understanding it a little better than I do
Despite my well-known superiority of knowledge and size
I want to read it Shakespeare and let it drink beer
But it slips out of my hands and goes to hide beneath uncut grass
Disappearing fully, finally as I come to write this
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C. Matthews

Heard from your brother? Al asked as he put the bong
to his lips. The New Year’s Eve party’d faded an hour before,
but Alfred and I persevered into the fresh hours of 1991,
smoking bowls and scavenging gulps from what remained.
Stevie Ray Vaughn and Double Trouble blared from the CD
player. Although we’d graduated a couple of years before,
we still behaved like college students, especially on holidays.
The debris of the party’s debauchery littered Alfred’s sparsely
furnished apartment: crumpled cans of shitty beer, near-empty
bottles of liquor, cherry red plastic Solo cups, cigarette butts,
and discarded jackets. A herd of my Iowa City friends and I’d
caravanned to Chicago early the day before. One of them, a
clandestine boyfriend, expected me to join him in his sleeping
bag spread out in a closet between absurdly shaped small
bedrooms. My actual-but-neglectful boyfriend had dropped by
the party a few hours earlier, his buddies in tow. He would not
be back.
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Al scanned my face. You look worried, he said, blowing
rings of smoke from fish lips.
Me worry? I scoffed, grabbing the bong and frowning. I
liked evading Alfred’s pointed questions. Doing so was, in fact,
my New Year’s resolution. Shit, Al! Please tell me there’s more
pot!
Here. He handed me a baggie and sat down on the messy
floor. Then he paused to look into my eyes. Hey, try calling
your brother again, he said while assuming a meditative pose,
thumbs looped to middle fingers and index fingers extended
above each knee. A PBR sat in the triangle of his bent legs as I
loaded a gargantuan bowl.
I scowled at him, but snatched up the phone. Pulling the
scrap of paper from my pocket, I dialed the number, surprised
when Lars answered, his voice gravelly.
You’re home, I said, lighting a cigarette.
Oh fuck, sis, he gasped.
What’s wrong?
I was robbed outside the Blues Review! They stole my
fucking guitar!
Who did? My heart battered inside my chest with the fury
of a freshly caged bird, and I gulped air in an attempt to give the
frantic creature more space.
Some punks. Younger than me.
You okay? Did you call the cops?
They said they liked my playing. Even threw a dollar in the
case!
Then what happened? I asked as the avian flutter in my
chest intensified and I felt the acid zing of adrenaline on its
electric course through the jagged pathways of my body.
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They said I was good. But I didn’t like the way they eyed my
things. Then they pulled out this big gun. They pistol-whipped
me, took my wallet, my guitar, my busking money…everything!
I yelped but then modulated my voice in an attempt to
channel calm for both of us. I continued more steadily, more
soothingly: Lars, all that’s just stuff. You’re okay, right? Not
hurt? That’s what’s important. I listened to his heavy sigh as I
scavenged a beer, retching when my sip included a cigarette
butt. Alfred at the refrigerator grabbed two beers, slinging one
to me. Popping the top of his own, he plopped down next to
me. As much as Al’s notoriously accurate intuition annoyed
me, it came in handy. Most friends assumed I was too DorothyParker-tough to require a compassionate gesture, but Alfred
could see through my bullshit, unhinge my armor. Like then,
as he sat next to me, opening my beer. Gratitude for Al’s
unwavering friendship and prodigious empathy washed over
me. I’d be a liar if I said the feeling didn’t reach my groin, but
we were just friends, so I gulped the beer both to rinse ash from
my mouth and to stifle impractical desire. I leaned against Al’s
side, gratefully sinking my head into his shoulder. He wrapped
his arm around me, squeezing me reassuringly and whispering,
Love you, buddy.
Define okay, Agatha. I’m alive, if that’s what you mean.
Here’s the scary part, Lars said. The gun was at my temple,
right? When the kid cocked it, I heard it click and my freaking
mind spun. I knew the next sound would be the explosion that
blew the very brain trying to make sense of the situation all over
the brick wall behind me.
Shit! Don’t say that, Lars! Are you okay?
Am I okay? He emphasized each syllable. Agatha, no. I am
not okay. I am most definitely fucked in this world. I have no
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guitar. No money to my name. No way to make money. And
I’ve unsuccessfully faced my maker and my own wretched
character tonight. And here’s possibly the most fucked up part:
when the guy cocked the gun, I had one very clear thought that
scared the shit out of me.
What was it? I asked. And though I feared the answer, I
required every morbid detail for such tales. I always needed to
hear what Lars had to tell me, even when the script seemed old,
pre-ordained—my participation a mere afterthought.
Here, Agatha, this is it. I thought, go ahead; pull the fucking
trigger. I don’t care if I die.
Don’t say that.
But that’s exactly what I thought. And it freaks me out. My
great epiphany when looking into the dispassionate yawn of
death was, what the hell…might as well die.
Please stop.
It’s the truth.
Are you hurt?
May face is bruised. More importantly, I want—no— I need
my guitar back.
I don’t know what to say, I said.
Say you give a shit about me. Say my guitar is coming
back to me. Say this didn’t happen. Say you can lend me some
money. Say I don’t have to tell Mom and Dad about this, just say
the fuck something I can hang onto, he said, more fury in his
voice than pleading.
I don’t have much money, Lars, you know that, but I’ll call
Mom and Dad for you. Tell them what happened.
Thanks, sis. That’ll help.
Can I take you to lunch tomorrow?
Yeah. Pick me up at one.
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Okay. See you then. Try to get some sleep, I said.
I cradled the receiver with extra care, exhausted and
suddenly aware of how high I’d become. I sat quietly, inspecting
my wringing hands in dawn’s first feeble attempts at light.
Playing tricks on me, my eyes morphed my hands into my
grandmother’s—the same shape, with enlarged knuckles and
prominent veins. Everyone always said I had her hands. I only
wished I’d had her heart instead. I tried to be kind, to be nice,
but my heart only really had room for my brother Lars, who,
almost invariably, willingly cobbled it into smaller and then
smaller and less accommodating pieces.
You okay? Al asked. He was now lying across the battered
couch, his wool-stockinged feet in my lap.
I lit a cigarette and nodded. We sat quietly for awhile, each
mired in separate musings.
Don’t get angry with me, he said, but have you considered
the possibility that he’s lying to you?
Why would he do that? I snapped.
Good question. You really should think about that before
you see him. And you should go to bed. Now.
Yeah, whatever…later, I said as I unceremoniously dumped
his feet from my lap, my pulse pounding in my ears.
Aw, don’t be hateful, Ag.
You know I hate it when you go Buddha on me, Alfred. You
think you know too much.
Love you, too. He closed his eyes, a faint smile decorating
his serene face. Although there was nothing mocking in it, it
infuriated me all the same.
Through the dark room where Al’s roommate snored, I
felt my way blindly to the closet where Griffin slept. Even in
slumber his arms opened to me, welcoming my body into
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his nested warmth. I snuggled to him, his embrace my only
comfort against churning worries. Al didn’t even know my
brother, I thought, so why would he assume such awful things?
Answers I could not fathom to such questions existed, but I
was too tired to adequately consider them question. Feeling the
escalating turbulenceyawning emptiness of doubt, I wrapped
my legs around Griffin, gently grinding my pelvis against his
hip, hoping the insinuation was enough to pull him from sleep,
to pull me from misery. As expected, Griffin responded to
the gentle hint, and I escaped further worry through physical
pleasure—which had been the point of the whole night, really.
In the morning, Griffin woke me giddily. I want pancakes,
he chirped, ever the sunshine spirit that usually annoyed the
hell out of me about morning people. I agreed, though it was
only eight and I’d wanted to sleep until at least noon. Our
relationship buoyed and bobbed on its freshness, each of us so
pleased with the other that we had only our best selves at all
moments to give. The lovely but doomed honeymoon period
was made more delicious by the secret nature of our union. I
wondered how long the bliss would last and who Griffin would
become once the masks of limerence and the forbidden lifted.
Over breakfast at a nearby café, I related the story of Lars’
mugging to Griffin, who offered sympathetic cries of alarm in
all the right places. Completely susceptible to Lars’ considerable
magnetism, Griffin regarded my brother as a celebrity of sorts.
A prodigiouslytalented young guitarist—tall, handsome, witty,
and sometimes mysterious—he charmed men and women
alike. My dear friend Alfred’s misgivings about Lars were the
exception, not the rule.
What’ll he do without a guitar? This is awful! Did he call the
police? Griffin asked.
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You know, I asked him that but never got an answer. I’ll find
out when I see him today.
You’re taking him to lunch? Want me to come?
Sorry, no, I said. I need to talk to my brother alone.
Something troubling you? Beyond the obvious? Griffin
asked.
Don’t know, but I want it to be just us siblings. I’m worried
about him. I didn’t like it when he moved to Chicago. He’s too
young to be in this city by himself.
But he’s not alone. He’s got the band, Griffin reasoned.
Yeah, fat lot of good those idiots do him, I sighed.
When I dropped Griffin back at Alfred’s, I called my parents
collect to relay Lars’ news. The conversation felt awkward despite
the fact I had forever acted as the go-between for my brother and
parents.
What do you expect me to do? Mom asked.
Dunno, Mom. Call him and check on him maybe. See if he
needs anything.
I’ll check on him, but his life is his own now. I won’t send
money. He’ll have to figure it out himself.
I’ve heard that before, Mom. You always help him. We all do.
Maybe we should stop. He’ll never grow up if we keep
rescuing him.
Mom, he’s alone in Chicago.
He can come home, then.
Okay, you’re probably right. Just thought you should know.
When I hung up, Alfred peered around the corner. She gave
you hell there, didn’t she?
Yeah, but that’s not unusual, I said.
I’m telling you, his story’s fishy.
You said that last night, but I don’t get it. Why would he lie?
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So you’d do exactly what you just did. Call your folks. You
know they’ll send him money for another guitar.
Probably, I admitted.
I stopped at the bodega near Lars’ apartment to pick up a
few things. Money was tight, but my Iowa City job provided a
steady, if paltry income. I could afford to go without extras to
put a few staples in my brother’s cupboards.
I arrived at his door awkwardly lugging four full grocery
bags, and before I could set down a bag to knock, my brother’s
roommate Tip opened the door.
Looky, looky what the cat drug in! He laughed too
vigorously at his own cliché.
I tried to smile in return, but my face probably looked more
pained than happy. I’d never liked Tip, a drunken artist prone to
violence. He’d broken more than one of Lars’ guitars in a rage.
Where’s my brother? I asked.
Great ta see ya, too, Agatha. Let me help with that, help
with that, help, Tip said, sneaking peeks into the bags. I’d almost
forgotten about his strange verbal tick, the weary repetition and
sometimes mangling of words.
Just some things for your cupboards, I said, willing myself
to be kinder, to look him in his eyes. Though he wasn’t looking
at me, I could see the manic twitch of his lips, a bizarre and
ceaseless habit that scared a fair share of folks away.
Where’s the beer? The beer? Beer? he asked, but when he
saw my face, he quickly added, Just kiddin’, ya know. Kiddin’.
I opened cupboards in the tiny kitchen, stuffing supplies
in with the haphazard assortment of plastic cups and ramen
packets.
All the food? That’s nice of ya, he said. Nice of ya. Nice food.
I have moments. Where’s my brother? Asleep?
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Ya’d best sit down for this. Sit down. Sit.
What? Isn’t he okay?
Just c’mon to the livin’ room, Tip said. C’mon. Listen ta me.
Listen. Won’t do you harm. No harm.
Enough drama, Tip! What’s going on? I asked, but he was
already in the next room. I followed him, perching on the arm
of a filthy couch I couldn’t make myself put my entire weight
on.
Lars isn’t here. Not here. Not.
I gathered that. Where is he?
Listen, Ag, listen. I ain’t your favorite person, not the
favorite, so I hate to be a messenger, the bitter messenger, the
messenger service serving messages, but there’s somethin’ ya
should know. Something ta know.
Out with it.
Listen, I heard Lars on the phone with ya. Heard him on the
phone. Heard it.
Yeah?
I think ya have a right to know…a right to know. Knowing
is a right.
Know what? Tell me!
Ya know how he said he got mugged? Mugged. All that stuff
about the gun? Stuffed gun.
Yeah, I said.
None of it was true. Not true. No truth. He was lyin’ to ya.
Lyin’ like a rag rug. Lyin’.
Huh, I said.
Just thought ya should know. Know. Ya should.
Huh…well, thanks, Tip. I gotta go, I said jerking myself
clumsily off the couch and careening toward the door.
One more thing. One thing.
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I opened the door and turned toward him, looking in his
scarred and gaunt face, holding his gaze for the first time since
I’d been in the apartment. His eyes glinted maliciously, but his
jaw was soft and a smile as genuine and as pliable as leather
gave him an ethereal, otherworldly quality.
He wants to know, know, wants to know, don’t say no, if
he can have the money, all that wasted money, the money ya
would have spent anyway, the money for lunch. Lunch money.
My laughter was part scream and part tears. I slammed the
door.
Tip called from behind the door, Hey! That’s what storms
are for! Storms are stormy! When you exit the storm, exit it,
take the exit ramp, ya won’t be the same person. Ya won’t be the
same. Everybody knows this! Everyone but you! Everybody
knows. Now you, too!
Fuck if he wasn’t a crazy motherfucker, and besides, I’d
spent my life braving the natural disaster that was my brother.
No matter how much the chaotic weather of his life might clear,
the storms always returned with recharged fury, and I was ever
the same gullible would-be-savior sister, clutching an umbrella
to rush to Lars in a downpour of his own making, no matter the
cost, no matter who else had abandoned him, never realizing
that an umbrella doesn’t do any good in certain weather.
On my drive back, I kept making wrong turns and getting
myself more and more lost. I knew parts of Chicago well, but
the longer I tried to get back to Al’s, the less familiar everything
looked. I drove myself into a labyrinth of panic in the form
of bad neighborhoods and dead-end streets. Every stoplight
seemed to sense my approach, taunting me with sudden putrid
yellows and stubborn reds. By the time I found my way back,
dusk was deepening, and I felt certifiable.
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Alfred eyed me suspiciously as I came in, my eyes glistening
from tears, exhaustion, and the famous Chicago wind.
You good? he asked.
Not really.
Here, he said, presenting the bong like a trophy. Time to
bury it, he said, his eyes gleaming with uncanny understanding
despite the fact I hadn’t yet told him anything. I lit the bong
without even taking off my coat and sucked the skunky smoke
into my aching lungs and over my leaden heart, each hit a
shovel of dirt over the memory I hoped would die, each hit a
dose of medicine for forgetting.
Alfred crooned, ‘Salright.
Yeah, s’alright, I lied.
But what? he asked.
I-I don’t know what to believe, I said, the uninvited tears
snaking down my face. And I really didn’t. Tip was crazy. All
he had told me truly could be some schizoid delusion or sick
lie-for-shits-and-giggles twisted bullshit. But an equal part of
me reluctantly acknowledged Lars could have lied, too. Maybe
he really was manipulating me for money. That possibility was
much harder for me to accept.
Here’s what you believe, Al said. The only thing people love
more than telling you a lie is telling you a shitty truth.
Yeah, I said weakly. So what do I choose?
Whatever gets you through the night, he said, hugging me
as Griffin walked in, all smiles and arms wide open.
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Shaun Baldwin

I took the heroin
left in your bag,
it broke out under
the stars like a cloud.
White powder heron,
it flapped like a Prada,
held on a mugger’s arm
and I watched with tears
your body, pale under the
lamp your mother bought us,
that day at Wal-Mart;
you had just wanted money.
You were my heroine
making Macaroni and Cheese
or omelets, omelets for dinner,
broken shells rampant amongst the
checkered tiles of our floor;
you were stepping and breaking
them like bubble wrap dancing.
Your laughter drowned the sound
of the shells and the silence of our discontent
and the pinpricks against your arm
while you sat on our toilet,
your tousled hair lost from a tiara;
your brunette eyes the pinpoint
centers of dying, swirling galaxies.
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You leapt from ramparts
every week, singing Lou Reed;
then you grew your hair out like Nico,
and I knew you were doomed,
yet I stood apart,
like all this was on television
and you really did just pay the bills
that stacked up like pizza boxes.
You forgot laughter and egg whites
when I told you no, no, no,
I wouldn’t open my wallet
to open your coffin anymore;
it’s your life and I left it.
I found you at a bus stop
three weeks later
looking for a spike to drive
through the world,
or your vampire heart.
I wrapped you in suede
and took you home,
looking through
your purse like a junkie.
You weren’t free yet.
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A Pirate’s Life for Me
Brian Robinson

Joe scratches at his hairy navel, pulling out a piece of
discolored fingernail and something that feels like soft
cheese. He groans, flicking the greasy lump onto the deck
as he makes his way toward the coarse rope ladder. He
climbs to the topmast where he finds Crazy-Eyed Dick1
lazily smoking a pipe and looking out toward the horizon;
his bushy eyebrows gently flutter with the wind as he hums
to himself. Crazy-Eyed Dick scratches his hairy cheek and
turns to Joe, greeting him with a pleasant, “Argh!”2 and
resumes puffing on his pipe.
“Hey, Richard, I’ve got a question for you,” Joe says.
“Argh?”3
1 He has an eye patch. It covers up his crazy eye.
2 Crazy-Eyed Dick only speaks in variations of “argh.” His ship-mates are able
to interpret his speech. Subtitles will be provided below.
3 What seems to be on your mind, Joe?
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“Are we…really pirates?”
“Argh! Argh!”4 Crazy-Eyed Dick says, lifting up his eye
patch and flashing Joe his crazy eye.
“Yes, I know Richard, but—please, put that away—do
you ever get the sense that we’re not really pirates? That
there’s more to being a pirate than what we’re doing?”
“Yargh?”5
“I mean, look at us. It’s the twentieth century. We’ve
never even seen a big cargo vessel, let alone other pirates.
All we attack are fishing boats and cheap cruise ships.”
“…Argh?”6
“I want something more, Richard!” Joe says, pounding
the mast with his fist, “I want adventure, excitement,
something more than rotting on this dingy old ship! Don’t
you want to know what that’s like? Don’t you ever get sick of
it?”
“Argh!”7 Crazy-Eyed Dick shouts back at Joe.
“Richard, I want to be free! I want freedom!” Joe
screams.
“Yargh. Argh.”8 Crazy-Eyed Dick says calmly.
“When’s the last time you killed someone?” Joe says.
“Yar…”9
“Ok, when’s the last time you changed your shirt?
When’s the last time anyone on this ship’s changed their
fucking shirt?”
4 Of course we are! Look at me; I’m wearing an eye patch for Christ’s sake!
5 What do you mean?
6 …And?
7 And what’s wrong with what we’ve got!
8 We get to pillage and plunder, drink to our heart’s content, and feel the wild
ocean spray on our britches. We’re free men here, Joey.
9 Um…
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Crazy-Eyed Dick sighs. He puts his hand on Joe’s
shoulder. Joe looks up at his solemn face. “Argh, argh?
Argh?”10
“You know what, Richard, I don’t know,” Joe says, “I just
don’t know.”
Crazy-Eyed Dick nods, gives a scrunched smile, and
gestures out to the wide ocean before them. “Argh,”11 CrazyEyed Dick says slowly, “Argh.”12 Joe starts to get up but
Crazy-Eyed Dick puts his hand on his thigh.13 “Argh,”14 he
says, looking at Joe with a wistful gleam in his eyes,15 “Yargh,
argh; argh, argh.”16 Joe gives Crazy-Eyed Dick a tight smile,
a clap on the shoulder, and slowly climbs back down to the
deck.
Half a fortnight later, the men pull up to shore to
send Joe off. As everyone takes turns giving their somber
farewells, one of the men17 starts excitedly chanting, Walk the
plank. Walk the plank. Walk the plank. WALK THE—before
Crazy-Eyed Dick hushes him with a “Now’s not the time,
Johnny.”18 Once the crew says their goodbyes, Captain
Blackhead steps forward and presses Joe’s face very close
to his, sniffling, “I hope ye find what yer lookin for, Joey.”
Joe gives the men a final wave, plops into the lifeboat, and
10 Joe, what do you really want? Are you saying you don’t want to be a pirate
anymore?
11 Alright Joe,
12 if you want to leave I’m not going to stop you.
13 In a very nonsexual way.
14 But I’m telling you,
15 Again, in a very nonsexual way.
16 you’re going to miss the wet sheets, the flowing sea, the wind that follows fast;
the fill of the white and rustling sail, and the bend of the gallant mast.
17 Dirty Johnson.
18 Argh.
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paddles ashore; with each pull of the paddle, he gets farther
and farther from the old life that did bind him, and closer
and closer to the new life that, he hopes, may find him.19
The next day, eager to begin his new life at land, Joe
wakes up early and steals a fresh pair of clothes from a
nearby clothesline. He walks around the quiet, coastal
suburb looking for work, quickly settling on a small grocery
store in the middle of town. He walks in and hands the
“Help Wanted” sign to the manager, and is hired on the
spot.20 After donning his forest-green smock and walking
over to aisle 14: Dairy and Other Nonperishables, he sees a
pokey middle-aged woman with frizzy black hair and large
orthopedic shoes.
“You’re the new kid, eh?” she rasps at him, taking a drag
on her Lucky Strike and blowing smoke at his face through
her violet lipstick. Coughing, Joe looks down at her smock
and reads “Hello, I’m DEB.”21 Well, I guess this is her he
thinks.
“Quit lookin’ at my tits and help me stack these,” she
hacks, thrusting a box of green beans into his chest. This is
fantastic! Joe thinks, as Deb turns and walks down the aisle,
the first day of my new life, and I already have job! This’ll be a
cakewalk!22
19 Oh my, how poetic. Too melodramatic, you say? Fine, just cut that whole
last part.
20 “You know what kid, I just got a good feeling about you. I feel like you’re
a good guy, ya know? James, uh, John, err, Frankie? What was your name
again? Yeah, yeah, you’re a good guy, buddy. What say you start working
tomorrow afternoon? Right now? Uhhh, yeah, I suppose…here, come grab
an apron and ask Deb what to do.”
21 AKA: Hello, I’m DEB, now FUCK OFF.
22 Having spent the majority of his life on a pirate ship, Joe didn’t really know
what a cakewalk was. Wait, neither do I. What the hell’s a cakewalk?
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Joe catches on quickly, and soon is restocking shelves
entirely on his own. This includes restocking the liquor
section, and per the advice of Deb23, he begins taking bottles
of rum to drink on his lunch breaks. Just because I’m no
longer a pirate doesn’t mean I can’t still drink like a pirate Joe
grins as he sits in the break room downing the sweet grog.
One day, after quite a large amount of drink, Joe pulls
out a ladder and begins stacking cans on the top shelf. While
he’s shifting around the pickled turnips, he hears the slow
squeak of a rusty shopping cart scuffle toward him and
stop just before his ladder. He turns to see a tiny old lady24
smiling up at him through her thick glasses.
“Excuse me sir,” she says, her voice slow and a little
shaky.
“Ooh! Umm….hi. Uhhhh, welcome to—no…uh, how
can I help you?” Joe says, quite inebriated.
She is still smiling at him. “Would you be so kind as to
reach up there and fetch a bottle of rum for a little old lady?”
the little old lady says, pointing up to the top shelf. “One of
those tall brown bottles, if you don’t mind.” He reaches up,
grabs the bottle of rum, hands it to the elderly woman, and
she runs out of the store screaming.25, 26
23 “Just take a bottle every now and then. Who the hell’s gonna notice a
missing bottle here and there?”
24 One of those wrinkly, beige-sweater-wearing types.
25 The scene that just took place happens one of two ways. From the point of
view of Joe, the interaction goes like this: when the woman asks for a bottle
of rum, Joe’s face lights up as he starts remembering the “good ol’ days” on
the ship when the crew would spend all night drinking and feasting, singing
and fighting, and good old-fashioned merry-making. He youthfully grabs
the bottle of rum, smiling, and gives the old lady a bright-eyed wink before
playfully launching into a verse of, “You may think I’m wrong or you may
think I’m right/I’m not going to argue, I know you can fight/But what do
you think we are doing tonight?/Why, boozing, bloody well boozing!” as he
vigorously thrusts the bottle towards her.
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Deb walks up behind him and puts her hand on his
shoulder, letting out a long cloud of smoke. “Come on,
buddy. Why don’t we move you to frozen foods?”
Joe begins stocking the freezers, and catches on quickly
to this task too. He originally decides to lay off the booze for
a while, but pretty soon becomes nostalgic for his pirate days
and resumes drinking during his lunch breaks.
One afternoon following a long drinking spell, Joe
awakens to find himself on a sandy island27. Oh crap, why
am I here? Hmmm, let’s see. Island…I must’ve been looking
for Captain Blackhead’s buried chest and fallen asleep! Ok,
come on Joe, try to remember, what were those instructions
again? Think, think! Hmmm, ok, the first part was something
like “find the shady oak and walk sixteen paces due east.”
Now where’s the shady oak…Ahh! I see it! Joe walks straight
towards the shady oak28 and begins his paces east. Hmmm,
alright, now I should end up at the crooked post…ah ha!
There it is!29 Ok, now I just…go straight until I find something
I guess.
26 From the little old lady’s point of view, the scene goes like this: after she
points to the bottle of rum, the large man on the ladder contorts his face
into a deformed, teddy bear smile and starts giggling ominously. He groggily
sloshes his arm towards the rum, knocking over a few bottles in the process,
grabs hold of one, and quickly jolts back around to face her. A line of drool
is launched from his face in the motion and splatters onto her large glasses,
dripping down onto her cheek. The man becomes wild-eyed and curls his face
into a Cheshire grin, slobberishly chanting, “Yar tink I’m WRONG! Yar…
AAYYYEEEE’MMM RIGHT! Ye’ll argue but I, I’ll FIGHT YE DAMNIT.
Tonight? Err, tonight we’re BOOZIN, ya bloody, uh…BLOODY BOOZE,
YARGH!” as he punches the bottle forward, hitting her in the sternum.
27 He is not on a sandy island. He fell asleep on a box of frozen peas and
woke up, still very intoxicated, believing he was on an island in the middle of
the sea.
28 Breck’s “Shady Oak Shampoo—For Dry Hair”
29 Roger and Gallet’s “Crooked Post” cologne.
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Joe arrives at a freezer door and begins tapping the glass.
Huh, a trap maybe? Or…a riddle? But how do I get through?
Perhaps if I strike it hard enough, a mechanism will be opened
that will allow me to continue toward the treasure!
Joe punches through the freezer door. Customers stand
in shock as they witness the delirious grocery store employee
step through the shards of glass and begin tearing through
bags of frozen corn, madly grumbling nonsensicals to
himself. Deb groans and rushes down the aisle.
I think I just need to keep digging here, I should get there
eventually! Joe tries to keep digging, but finds his arms seem
to be unable to move. He feels what appear to be strong,
rough waves crashing down onto his face.
“Joe, hey, c’mon buddy, hey, wake up,” Deb says as she
slaps Joe’s cheeks. He grumbles. “Alright, up you go.”
Pieces of glass fall to the floor as she helps him up—
customers watch in astonishment as Joe limps down the
aisle.
“Get home and rest it off sweetheart. Maybe we’ll try
register tomorrow,” she says as she walks him towards the
front lot. “I think stocking all that food’s gettin to your head.”
The next day, Joe wakes up in patches of dried blood and
bits of broken glass. He puts his head in his hands and lets
out a miserable groan as he remembers what happened the
day before. You want your freedom, Joey. You gotta make this
work. You gotta.
When he arrives at the grocery store, Deb shows him
how to use the register, and very soon Joe is checking people
out with ease. He has a few slip-ups—occasionally instead of
giving the customer their change, he pockets the money they
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give him30—but generally things go along quite swimmingly.
He steps into the employee room for his lunch break and
pours out the remainder of his bottle of rum. If I’m gonna
live this new life, I gotta leave the old one behind me. No more
drinking. He eats his lunch in silence.
That afternoon, a man comes to the register to buy a box
of strawberries. Joe greets him pleasantly and starts ringing
him up, but when the man hands him money, Joe notices a
heavy, shimmering silver chain around his wrist. The man
reaches to take his change but Joe holds on to it, his eyes
gleaming, looking at the bright silver bracelet. Mischievous,
scurvy thoughts race through his head.
“…Say…that’s a fine bracelet you got there.”
“What?” the man says. “Oh, yeah, uh, thanks.”
“I mean, it’s not every day you come across a…treasure
such as that,” Joe says, his eyes glistening. “About how much
would something like that fetch nowadays?”
“Gee, I don’t know, hey, could I please have my change,
sir?”
“So pretty.”
“Sir?”
“…give it to me.”
“What?”
“Let me have it!”
“No!”
“Yes!”
“Of course not!”
“Fine, I guess I’ll just take it from you, ye lily-livered—”
“JOSEPH,” Deb shouts. Joe is on his knees atop the
30 “Uhhh, what are you doing?” “Ooh! Uhh…hehe, sorry, wasn’t thinking,
here you go, have a great day!”
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counter; both of his hands are on the man’s wrists. Standing
next to Deb is the manager of the store, looking quite
displeased.
“Joe, will you please release the customer’s hand.”
Joe does. The customer grabs his strawberries and rushes
out of the store.
“Joe, there are a lot of questions going through my head
right now, but I’ll save those for later. First, can you please
explain to me how our freezer door exploded yesterday?”
“Uhh…fly.” Joe says.
“What?”
“…there was a fly on the door. I swatted it.”
“Joe, that is the most—wait a second, are you wearing
the same clothes you were yesterday? And the day before
that too?”31
“Well…what’s wrong with that?” Joe snaps back. “Why
do I have to change my shirt? Who says I have to change my
shirt? Why can’t I change my shirt whenever I want??”
“Joe…have you even bathed? When’s the last time you
took a shower?” the manager says.
“Arghh…”
“…Did you just say ‘Argh?’”
“No…”
“Joe, I’ve had enough of this. I’m giving you one warning
and one warning only. If you want to keep this job of yours,
you gotta shape up. We run a tight ship here, and if you’re
not on board, we have no problem leaving without you. You
gotta straighten out or you’ll be gone. Do I make myself
clear?”
Joe sighs, “Yes, sir.” The manager turns and walks away.
Deb gives him an apologetic shrug and heads back over to
31 In Joe’s defense, he’s usually hungover.
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produce. Joe finishes his shift and heads home, thinking
about how far he’s come, and how this time, he really needs
to shape up or ship out.32
From then on, Joe works very hard. He stops drinking,
stops stealing, starts seeing a therapist to rid himself of his
pirate tendencies, and starts following a regular bathing
schedule.33 He works tirelessly at his local grocery and over
the years rises up the ranks to become a very high-up board
member of the national corporation.34
One day, Joe finds himself preparing for the annual
corporate ball. He slicks back his hair, slides gold cufflinks
into his starched suit, straps on a heavy golden watch, and
smiles at himself in the mirror. You look good, buddy.35
He spritzes cologne on his neck and wrists, and heads
downstairs to meet his driver.
Upon arriving at the ball, Joe stands at the bar, greeting
everyone who walks in.36 After the rush subsides, Joe sits
down at the bar, sipping a tonic water and watching the
crowd mingle. A young woman enters and sits down next to
him.
“Gimme a rum and coke, hold the coke,” she tells the
bartender.
Joe turns to look at her. She has long, curly red hair, and
fierce eyes, which sit very well with her fierce, crimson dress.
She kicks at the barstool with her worn black boots. Joe
looks at her necklace; it is a beautiful silver anchor.
32 Ok, there were SO many pirate puns in that last bit.
33 Well, semi-regular.
34 Yes he does. Don’t question it.
35 He winks at himself. Like a complete asshole.
36 “Oh hello Mr. and Mrs. Fullersberg, good to see you!” “Good evening
Mister Williams, how’s the elbow treating you? Still up for another match at
the club next Tuesday?” “Why Henrietta, you’ve gained a ton of weight! You
look fabulous!”
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“Quit lookin’ at my tits,” she says to Joe. He looks up at
her. She curls the corners of her lips into a grin and says,
“Well I’d ask you to buy me a drink first, but since this is an
open bar we can just pretend,” as she downs her shot of rum.
“Oh, um, I’m sorry, I didn’t mean to be looking at your,
um—”
“The name’s Anne,” she says, shaking his hand, and then
flagging down the bartender for another shot.
“Oh, hi, uh, I’m Joe, nice to—”
“So why are you here? What do you do?” she says,
looking up at him after downing her third shot, her face
dropping the grin and now displaying a look that Joe thinks
to be genuine inquisitiveness.
“Um, well, I’m senior V.P. of the Regional Board for—”
“Ah shit, I knew it,” she says.
“Knew what?”
“You’re just another one of those snobby business
crackerjacks,” she says, “living in your comfy little hamster
cage, going day-to-day with whatever fucking tasks they
have you do next.” She asks the bartender for more rum.
“Hey, excuse me,” Joe says, grabbing her wrist. “I’ve
worked hard to build this life I’ve got here.”
She looks up at him.
“Everything I am right now I’ve become on my own
accord. I’m a perfectly free man and I’m quite happy, thank
you very much.”
“Oh, really?” she says, sliding her hand from under his.
“That tonic water looks like the drink of a free man, don’t
you think?” She chuckles and begins to take another shot.
Joe turns his chair around to completely face her,
knocking over her shot glass, “Alright then, ‘Anne,’ what do
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you think being free is? Huh? Sneaking into corporate balls
and stealing free drinks?”
She leaps forward, clutching Joe by the lapels of his suit,
pinning his back to the top of the bar. “You wanna know
what being free is, buddy?” she spits at him, enraged. “Do
you really want to know?” Her eyes glisten as she stares deep
into his pupils, “Freedom is the wet sheets, the flowing sea,
the wind that follows fast; the fill of the white and rustling
sail, and the bend of the gallant mast. You think you’re free
right now, buddy?” She presses her face closer to his and
whispers, “You have no idea.”
She thrusts him back down, straightens her dress, and
blows a hair out of her eye. “Well, friend, it was a pleasure
meeting you. I hope you have a lovely evening.” She gives
him a light smile, turns, and walks away. Joe sees her reach
behind the bar and grab a full bottle of rum as she heads
toward the doors and out the ballroom.
He sits, watching her trail off, speechless. He reaches to
feel his wrist and smiles—his watch is gone. The bartender
rushes up to him. “Sir, are you alright? Is there anything I
can do for you?”
“Actually, there is,” Joe says shakily. “If you don’t
mind…I think I’ll have some rum.”37

37 That’s it! The last footnote! Huzzah! Now quick, stop being a landlubber
and fold this page into a paper hat—the pirate’s life awaits!
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Anie Salgado

CHARACTERS
MOMMY: Stubborn girl of about eight years old who gets
to decide what they do because it’s my house so I get to say
the rules and I want to play house and I could have invited
Mackenzie over, and Mackenzie loves to play house and if
you want to be best friends you have to play house because
it’s my house so you have to do what I say.
DADDY: Indignant girl of about nine who should decide
because I’m the guest and I already have a best friend, and
yes, Mr. Tibbles is real! Yes, he can talk, but he won’t talk to
you because you’re being mean. He only talks to me anyway
because he’s my best friend.
BABY: Black house cat that doesn’t like to be held.
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VOICE OF GOD: A woman who is in her late thirties who
agreed to watch the girls for a few hours but is starting to
regret it and just wants to enjoy my first Saturday off in a
month but Michelle asked and the girls are at her house
all the time, so I feel like I have to do this when I’m able,
but it’s clear they don’t like each other, so why do we keep
scheduling play dates?
Act I
SETTING: A child’s play room with a play kitchenette and a
pile of pillows to signify a living room.
AT RISE: MOMMY and DADDY pouting at each other with
their arms crossed, standing over the kitchenette. BABY is
pawing at the closed play room door, trying to get out.
DADDY: Why do you ALWAYS get to be the mommy? Why
can’t I be the mommy for once? You always decide! I’m the
guest, I should decide!
MOMMY: It’s my house, I know how everything works—the
mommy has to know how everything works in the house.
Besides, it’s my house so I get to say the rules. You don’t live
here, so you have to follow them.
DADDY: No! I’m the guest—you have to do what I say to
make me feel welcome or I’m not gonna come back! Besides,
I’m older, so I should get to decide.
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MOMMY: That’s stupid!
DADDY: Nuh uh!
MOMMY: Uh huh!
VOICE OF GOD: Girls, play nice.
DADDY: (yelling) Ms. Henderson, Amanda’s not letting me
be the mommy!
MOMMY: (whispers) Tattletale.
VOICE OF GOD: Amanda! Let Emily be the mommy for
once!
Curtain
CHARACTERS
MOMMY: Smug girl of about nine who finally gets to be the
mommy. Now I can boss around the daddy like she always
does to me.
DADDY: Vengeful, petulant girl of about eight who is forced
to be the stupid daddy by a dumb idiot-head tattletale who I
didn’t want here anyway. I should’ve invited Mackenzie.
BABY: Black house cat that doesn’t like to be held.
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VOICE OF GOD: A woman in her late thirties who maybe
should’ve been a more attentive mother, that way I wouldn’t
have spoiled Amanda out of guilt and she would be able
to play nicely with Emily. She seems to get along well with
Mackenzie, but Mackenzie hardly says anything, so maybe
it’s not all that good. But we agreed that this job was the
right choice for the family. Have I been an absent parent? All
I wanted was a quiet weekend. Michelle should be here soon.
I need a vacation.
Act II
SETTING: A child’s play room with a play kitchenette and a
pile of pillows to signify a living room.
AT RISE: MOMMY looking smug and DADDY glaring at
her, standing over the kitchenette. BABY is still pawing at
the closed play room door, trying to get out.
DADDY: This isn’t fair! I don’t want to play anymore!
MOMMY: No! You have to! I never get to be the mommy!
Your mom said you have to let me be the mommy!
Pleeeeease! Just this once! Amanda!
DADDY: (huffs) Fine, just this once.
MOMMY: Good. Now, you go to work over there (gestures to
corner of the room), I’ll take care of the baby over here. Come
here, Shadow! Come here kitty! (Walks over to play room
door where BABY is cowering). Don’t be scared, Baby.
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DADDY: (huffs and starts moving towards where MOMMY
gestured but stops and grins) No, I just got home from work.
You have to rub my feet and ask me about my day.
MOMMY: Gross! I’m not gonna touch your smelly feet!
DADDY: That’s what the mommy does when the daddy
comes home.
MOMMY: You never rubbed my feet!
DADDY: That’s because when you were the daddy you were
always at work. I’m the daddy and I’m home now. So rub my
feet!
MOMMY: No! Stop! This isn’t fair!
DADDY: Fine, then at least get me a beer while I watch TV.
MOMMY: You can’t drink beer!
DADDY: I meant get me an apple juice, dummy!
MOMMY: But—
DADDY: Do you want to be the mommy, or what?
MOMMY: (sighs) Fine.
DADDY: Bring it to me downstairs. I’m gonna watch the
game. Make me dinner while you’re up here.
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MOMMY: But—
DADDY: Those are the rules!
(doorbell)
VOICE OF GOD: Oh, thank God!
Curtain
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March of the Trees
Sara Stibitz

There it is. Our Island. It lies shrouded in fog off the
prow of our boat, growing larger as we grow closer. It looks
beautiful among the waves of mist, but there’s still one
question to be answered: why had they sold it to us for just
five dollars?
Cassie looks at me, grinning from ear to ear, the brisk
air giving her cheeks a rosy glow. Her excitement bubbles
over, the question lingering in my mind barely troubling
hers. When we hired the ferryman to take us to the island,
she hadn’t noticed his pause, or the look on his face before
he agreed to take us across the channel at a higher price than
usual.
This all started when we decided to buy a house. We
spent weekends perusing the paper, the web. We prowled
neighborhoods with old painted ladies or new three story
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models, fantasizing about every new find that caught
our attention. But we soon realized our fantasies far
outpaced our budget, and the process became infused with
disappointment.
A couple of weekends ago, Cassie found a listing which
said only “Island for sale. Five dollars. Inquire at office.” We
laughed and decided to check it out on a whim. Neither
one of us knew where the office was, since neither one of
us were native to the town. We put it out of our minds until
a few week later, when we stumbled across it following an
afternoon of open houses.
The office was tucked back into a seedy strip mall.
Nothing but weeds and trash littered the parking lot. We
picked over the refuse to get to the glass door, the remaining
shards of which were held together by plywood and duct
tape. The office was in equal disrepair and reeked of old
cigarettes, beer, and something unnameable but humanproduced. The air was thick with dust, so it took us a minute
to see the hunched figure in the back of the office. I wanted
to leave, but Cassie, being the adventurous spirit that she is,
wanted to follow through.
The man had face-planted onto his desk. He startled
awake when a floorboard creaked underneath my shoe as we
approached. He was confused, even annoyed, as to why we
were there. Cassie showed him the ad and asked about the
island.
He looked us over. There was something more than just
the questioning look in his eye—maybe glee. “Why is it so
cheap?” I asked. He wouldn’t meet my eyes. I couldn’t tell if
he was being evasive or if he was recovering from his latest
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binge, evidenced by the empty bottles in the trash can next
to his desk.
“It’s a town tradition,” he finally responded. “That
property goes on sale every few years and the price is always
low.”
“But who is selling it?” I ask.
“Now that I don’t know. I just get notification through
a third party, and I do what needs done.” After a few more
questions we parted ways with the agent, both of us silent in
contemplation.
Cassie was for it. I was not. We talked it over while we
walked along the bay, gazing at the island in the distance.
This was an old town with a long history and plenty of
wealthy landowners. It made no sense. “So what, Tim?”
Cassie asked. She proposed we follow it through until we
knew there was nothing to it. “At the very least, this will
make a great story,” she said, laughing. I couldn’t argue with
her, but made her promise we would stop at the first sign
of trouble. She laughed, agreed, and pointed out this wasn’t
going to put a dent in our budget.
So here we are, hurtling through the fog toward the
island. Our island. I can admit I’m enjoying the idea that we
actually own this wooded refuge in the bay, but my mind
can’t shed the unease I feel.
We finally arrive, disembarking onto the pebbled shore
since there is no dock. I turn to ask the ferryman if he’ll
return in a couple of hours, only to find he’s already pushed
away. Cassie is walking up the shore and doesn’t notice our
ride disappearing. “Hey!” I shout, but his only response is a
look full of remorse and regret. It’s such a strange look I that
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become distracted. I do nothing as he motors away.
Cassie is yards ahead, admiring the landscape and the
colored pebbles lining the shore. “Did you see that? He just
left and....that look he gave us?” I ask after I catch up with
her.
“No, what look?”
I try to explain but it sounds silly the moment the
words leave my lips. She smiles and says she didn’t notice.
We only have to call the ferry service to ask for a ride. It is
a reasonable solution, and I laugh at my momentary panic
attack.
For the day, we’d brought packs full of water, food,
flashlights, and a camera so we can take pictures of the site
where we will ultimately decide to build our home. Our
island is a small one, and we wander along the shoreline to
get the lay of the land. The weather is perfect: one of those
autumn days that’s like summer in the sunshine and winter
in the shade. We are both excited, and I am finally able
to relax and enjoy the prospect of having an island all to
ourselves. We make it around once and decide to venture
further inland.
The shore is peaceful—beautiful views of the harbor,
gulls swooping overhead, boats passing by. On the other
hand, the trees strike me as somewhat foreboding. Tall and
dark gray, they tower over the beach in strange contrast.
Something about them doesn’t match the beach. Despite the
earliness of the fall season, they’ve already lost their foliage.
Their arms reach to the sky and the wind weaves through
them, scratching at one another.
We move through the trees. There are no footpaths;
it doesn’t look like anyone —or any animal—has walked
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through the forest recently, if ever. Strangely, the forest floor
is not covered with dirt or leaves, the usual detritus found
in a wooded area. Instead, there is only grass—lush, green
grass. It is unnaturally quiet among the trees. There are no
birds chirping, no animals skittering along branches. The
only sound is the wind moving through branches overhead,
causing them to scratch and sigh. There had been no wind
along the beach, and I could feel no wind brushing my skin
now, but the noise was unmistakable.
“How beautiful!” remarks Cassie as she moves through
the trees. “It’s like an enchanted forest!”
I can’t shake the feeling of being watched, but there are
no other eyes here than our own. I turn in circles to take it
in, feeling the weight of some phantom stare. It’s difficult to
dismiss, but we continue walking and I keep my feelings to
myself.
I am tired after a couple of hours, and when we come to
a small clearing we decide to warm ourselves while taking
our lunch. Perched on the rocks like lizards in the sun, I can
again relax and enjoy the surroundings. Cassie is busying
herself by drawing our future home on some scrap paper she
had the forethought to bring.
“Should we call the launch and ask if they can come
pick us up in a few hours?” I ask. Again I have the feeling of
being watched and am eager to leave. I try steadfastly ignore
what this means for our plans to live there.
Cassie pulls out her phone and dials the number for the
ferry service. The volume is turned up loud and I can hear
what’s said on the other end. She gives her name and asks for
a pick-up. The voice on the other end pauses, and then says,
“Hello?”
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“Hi, we’re on Timber Island. Can we get ferry service
here in a couple of hours?” Cassie asks.
Again the voice says “Hello? Hello? I can’t hear you, if
you can hear me you’ll have to try again.” Cassie hangs up
and tries the number again. The same gruff voice answers
the phone. The whole sequence is repeated, but this time
he remarks to someone, “Phil, all I hear is scratching or
rattling,” as he hangs up
“How are we going to get back if we can’t get through?”
I ask her. She shrugs her shoulders and replies that we’ll try
again once we get back to the shoreline. The island is close
enough it’s possible we can wave down a boat and ask for a
lift if we need to.
She stands up, stretching. “I feel really stiff for some
reason. Must’ve been a while since I worked out,” she says as
she stretches her arms overhead and twists from side to side.
She looks up at me and her face looks concerned. “Are you
feeling okay?” she asks.
“Yeah, why?”
“You look really pale. In fact you look kinda grey,” she
finishes, frowning with concern.
“I’m just tired,” I reply. And I am. Somehow I am more
tired than when we stopped to rest.
We start to walk again, and I begin to notice other things
about the trees I don’t like. They are perched at odd angles
but have nothing impeding their growth. There are no rocks
to grow around, no other trees in their way. I can’t help
looking at them and getting the sensation they were trying
to run when their roots took hold. I gaze around and find
several trees that seem to be reaching for one another, their
limbs intertwined like a double helix.
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I feel impatient and am moving quickly. “Can you slow
down a little bit?” Cassie asks.
I turn around and notice she looks pale too. “Are you
okay?”
“I just feel funny. Really tired,” she replies, a little
breathlessly. I pull her close to me, suggesting we make it to
the shoreline and get off the island. “My throat feels tight
and dry, and I feel like I can’t talk normally,” she whispers.
For the first time since we’d begun to walk again, I stop
and look at her full-on. The rosy cheeks are now grey, ashy.
Her eyes look exhausted and sunken, and she looks as if she’s
aged five years—maybe ten—in a few hours. Her breathing
isn’t normal; it rasps out of her like air moving through a
tightly constricted place. “You don’t look good,” I tell her.
She looks up at me and her eyes widen in alarm.
“Neither do you. And how did you get so many leaves in
your hair. You look like you’ve been rolling around in them.”
I reach up and feel my hair, which is dry and brittle. I can
feel tiny leaves, and when I pull them out my hair comes
along with them. Reaching up, I deliberately tug at a few
strands, which come loose from my scalp much too easily.
Cassie has clumps of hair sticking to her sweatshirt, and
there are small buds tangled in her hair. She doesn’t seem to
notice.
I start to shudder and my sense of foreboding grows.
“Let’s keep going, we need to get out of here.” I wrap my arm
around Cassie and we continue picking our way through
the trees together. Though the sun is out, the sky has grown
inexplicably darker, and the wind whistling through the
branches above us echoes our labored breathing.
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My eyes search for a break in the trees, any sign we are
coming closer to the shore. We have been walking for a
long time and should have reached the pebbled waterline by
now, but all I can see are more trees in front of us, stretching
endlessly into the distance. I can’t help but notice the trees
seem younger and younger.
When we first entered the forest we walked among
huge old giants, gnarled limbs reaching high toward the
sky, centuries of growth marking out their territories.
Now I notice trees much younger and strangely shaped.
One somehow gives me the impression that it’s cowering,
folded over on itself as if crouching in fear. Again I see trees
leaning as if on the move. The whorls of bark remind me of
something and I stop and look more closely while Cassie
catches her breath. The younger trees make me see patterns
in the natural swirls of grey bark. They resemble something
familiar. Walking closer, I look and see an eye, then an ear,
now a mouth. Startled by the turn my thoughts have taken, I
look back to Cassie.
As I once again wrap my arm around her, I can’t help
but notice the toughness of the flesh underneath her clothes.
Her skin has thickened into a shell, and I peer at her face out
of the corner of my eye. It is stiff and colorless, as if her eyes
and lips can no longer form a smile. She seems to work hard
at her breathing, and I notice my own throat rasping, and a
whistling through my lungs.
We are both having trouble moving now, and I try to
quicken our pace. Somehow, the shoreline is still eluding
us. We march on, the features in the trees surrounding us
becoming more distinct. Cassie doesn’t seem to notice what I
do; her eyes are glazed over and have a distant look in them.
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She is moving her dry and cracked lips as though to speak,
but I hear nothing but the labored exhalation and rattle of
her lungs. Her hair is scattered around her shoulders and
trailing behind us in clumps, and I distantly wonder how my
own body must look.
We march on. My eyes tell me I see clothes hanging from
trees, but I refuse to believe it. I am dragging Cassie along
and I can feel changes taking place in her. I refuse to look, as
if not looking will keep it from being real.
My thoughts are scattered, and at some point I move on
without Cassie. I don’t know how many steps I take before I
realize I’ve left her, but when I do I turn to look for her.
My wooden muscles ache and scream in agony as I turn.
The sun beats down, but it’s too dark. I can’t see—and then
my gaze finally finds her. She is frozen in place as if she tried
to run after me. Her face is a rictus of wooden confusion, her
arms reach toward me. My eyes find what’s left of hers, and
they mirror the fear hammering through what is left of my
body.
I turn to run, but I can no longer move. My arms begin
to reach, as if they have a will of their own. I hear only the
wind whistling through the branches, giving voice to my
own scream.
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From the Editors
Volume Four will be Spoilage’s last. Its cessation is not
due to lack of content (qualitative or quantitative) or support
(moral or financial). In fact, both abound.
Spoilage was in many ways a hypothesis, the physical
manifestation of an assumption that Des Moines could sustain
a literary magazine. For a year now, that assumption has
been validated, and there is no indication that the magazine’s
waning novelty would yield a similar decline in feasibility.
Nevertheless, the experiment (at least for us as editors, and
in the form of Spoilage) has reached its terminus. There is no
dearth of investigating left to be done, however, and we bid
farewell in full confidence that Des Moines’ literary capacity
and its promulgation are in their nascency.
We could not take more pride in the four volumes of local
literature we have been honored and humbled to publish,
but we will look back upon this project primarily with
gratitude. To the small businesses that underwrote Spoilage,
the individuals who contributed, and the writers who shared
their work—whether or not their pieces ended up in print—we
extend our utmost thanks.
It is tempting to offer a tract on the lessons we have
learned from this endeavor, to expound upon the unexpected
patterns that emerged, or to delve into the reasons why Volume
Four is the final iteration of the magazine. Instead, we will
let the content of Spoilage stand as its own testimony. We are
certain it makes for better reading.
Indelibly,
Nate Brown & Jay Kozel
January 2014
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